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A Message from the Superintendent
2018 marked the third year that the North Olmsted Wastewater Department has
operated and optimized the new state of the art North Olmsted Wastewater
Treatment Plant (NOWWTP), finished in 2015. It also marked the first year of our
post construction- lift station rebuilding period, which started in 2011 and finished
in 2017.
2018 was also notable for a large amount of precipitation that the area
experienced, finishing with 51.74 inches of rain. (2018 was a top 5 finish for
precipitation in the greater Cleveland Area, as measured at Cleveland Hopkins
Airport on the City’s Eastern Border.) However, despite the large amount of rain
that the area experienced, the rainfall patterns along with numerous
improvements to the collection system and treatment plant allowed us to handle
this rainfall with minimal impacts to residents and the environment.
The City of North Olmsted Wastewater Department worked to pass through a
record amount of flow, in 2018. During 2018, the NOWWTP averaged 7.02 million
gallons per day or 2,561,935,900.00 total gallons and returned this cleaned water
to the environment, at an adjusted rate of $ 0.00386 per gallon of water.
Numerous prior improvements, as well as current efforts, this past year, allowed us
to minimize the impacts of this record flow, on residents and our final discharge
point, The Rocky River. A major flow study started at the end of 2017 focusing on
areas south of Lorain Road, also provided ample data during this wet year and we
look forward to using this information to make better-informed decisions. This flow
study along with the current rate study (which will be completed later in 2019) will
allow us to continue to plan and make reasonable financial decisions to improve
infrastructure and conditions for all future residents.
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Program Overview
The North Olmsted Wastewater Department is responsible for the collection and
treatment of domestic and industrial wastewater generated in the City of North
Olmsted and surrounding service area. Administration, maintenance, operation,
monitoring, testing, and prevention are the primary functions of the divisions.
These activities are conducted under the National Pollution Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) permit issued by the by Ohio EPA (OEPA) under the authority of
The United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) and the Clean Water
Act. Additionally, the Department strives for beneficial reuse of residual byproducts of wastewater treatment, such as waste sludge or biosolids.
The Wastewater Department is separated into five division:
• Wastewater Collection (Includes stormwater maintenance)
• Wastewater Treatment
• Wastewater Maintenance
• Wastewater Special Services (Pretreatment / Laboratory)
• Wastewater Administration
Annually each division reviews the accomplishments for that year and sets goals to
better define the level of service necessary to meet the expectations of the City of
North Olmsted and adjoining municipalities, the contributors to the system (the
residential, commercial and industrial residents), and the needs of the
environment.
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Wet Weather and Water Quality
During 2018 weather was a large factor in our ability to handle the flow of
wastewater and perform work necessary to improve existing infrastructure. Rain
along with high levels of groundwater can lead to two conditions that increase the
volume of water that travels through pipes and needs to be treated at the
Wastewater Treatment Plant. These conditions called Inflow and Infiltration (I and
I) are common problems in aging sewer systems. As sewers age or settle, cracks
form in the pipes and rain and groundwater can seep into them, this can happen
on both the public section of the pipes (sewer lines located in the streets or public
right of ways), or on the private side (lines that take water from your house and
transports it to the street, located on private property). Different from infiltration is
inflow, where downspouts or stormwater pipes or inlets are improperly (directly or
indirectly) connected to sanitary sewers. Improperly connected footer tiles or
sump-pumps may fall into either of these two Inflow and Infiltration areas. As a
result of this extra Inflow and Infiltration, the North Olmsted Wastewater
Department must transport and treat additional flow, which is above and beyond
the metered consumption of water used for billing.
Unfortunately, wet weather adds several challenges beyond just handling extra
flow or delays in the work schedule. With heavy rains, extra staffing is necessary to
monitor and adjust the system for both the event and in the aftermath to clean
and maintain extra equipment that was used to handle the increased inflow.
However, while rain might present some hardships it also provides an excellent
opportunity to assess the system for water tightness. We often use closed-circuit
TV equipment to monitor and view the manholes and line segments during or just
after rain events. This method allows us to more accurately find and schedule or
repair leaks in the system, thereby reducing the amount of future flow that needs
to be transported and treated. This, in turn, allows for additional future capacity,
and more flexibility with future rain events, once the I and I is removed from the
system.
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The monthly rainfall for 2018 is listed in the chart below.
2018 Inches of Rain
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In addition to the amount of rainfall other factors such as storm intensity, percent
groundwater saturation, and the time between major storms all influence the flow
coming into to the Wastewater Treatment Plant. The chart below shows the
monthly average flow at the North Olmsted Treatment Plant.
WWTP Effluent Flow (In Million Gallons per Day)
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2018 Wastewater Department Finance Summary
The annual budget for the North Olmsted Wastewater Department is derived from
a prior rate Study conducted by Hazen and Sawyer, which developed rates from
2009 through the end of the year 2019. Currently, a new rate study is underway;
(started in 2017) conducted by Hazen with input from the City of North Olmsted
Finance Department and the City of North Olmsted Wastewater Department.
In 2009 the primary driver for the rate study was a need to increase rates due to
Ohio EPA mandated improvements. These improvements occurred both in the
collection system and treatment plant and totaled nearly 50 million dollars. Today
these improvements are represented as the debt portion of the annual budget.
Other components (control groups) of the annual budget are manpower/salary,
supplies/materials, utilities and services, and capital improvements.
The 2018 expense by control group is listed in the chart below.

NORTH OLMSTED WASTEWATER BUDGET
BY CONTROL GROUP
Salary
Debt

Materials

Services
Capital

In 2018 the original budget appropriation was 10.7 million dollars, as of January
2019, the total amount spent (expenses and encumbrances) projects the
department to finish the year slightly under 93%, of the original appropriated
budget. Funds not spent in 2018 are held in reserve for future capital projects and
kept separate from the City of North Olmsted’s general fund.
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Additional department break down for percent of dollars spent are listed below:
(Charts represent the amount spent and encumbered as of 1-15-19)

Treatment 2.535 million dollars

Maintenance 0.5 million dollars

TREATMENT
Capital

Services

MAINTENANCE
Services

Employees

Employees

Materials

Laboratory 0.224 million dollars

Collections 1.581 million dollars

SPECIAL SERVICES
Capital
Services
Materials

Capital

Materials

COLLECTION/SYSTEMS
Capital

Employees

Employees

Services

Materials

Note: Wastewater Treatment and Collection System Maintenance are at their core
function a service. It is our feeling that the department offers an excellent level of
service. The services performed are conducted by professional certified and
trained operators in each division. As such the employee portion of the annual
budget is expected to be the bulk of our expenditures. This portion of the pie chart
is further widened by our departmental goal of doing as much in house as possible
and minimizing the “Services” portion of the budget whenever feasible.
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Major Accomplishments for 2018
Summary of Department-Wide Milestones
Sanitary Sewer System Operations (Collections)
Along with normalized duties found in the Sewer Master Plan; as well as,
specialized service during rain events, the collection crews completed the
following, in 2018:
• Responded to 226 sewer service requests – a 15% increase from the
previous year.
• Performed numerous preventative improvements and inspections including:
o Televised 20.13 miles of sanitary sewer mains.
o Lateral Launched and televised 80 sanitary laterals, with the mainline
launch system.
o Televised 42 sanitary laterals with See Snake inspection system.
o Cleaned 22.85 miles of sanitary mains - sewer jet-truck.
o Chimney sealed 127 sanitary manholes (for I and I)
o 46 Manholes replaced, rebuilt or sealed top to bottom.
o Trenchless Sewer Main Pipe Patch Repairs - 20.
o Lined 1825 feet of sanitary sewers, with Cure In Place Pipe (CIP)
o Treated 5005 feet of sanitary sewer for root intrusion
• Cleaned and inspected 42.08 miles of stormwater conveyance.
Wastewater Treatment Plant
• Hauled 100% of all waste streams (Wastewater and Service Depts.)
o 459 loads of biosolids (5676.65tons)
o 26 loads of rags/WWTP influent screenings (336 tons)
o 6 loads of grit (29 tons)
o 31 loads of street sweeps & catch basin cleanings (336 tons)
• Finished the West Wing of Maintenance Building and started construction on
the East Wing.
• Built 2 new pumps from the ground up
• Completed major drain down and cleaning of the channels in the plant
effluent building.
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Detail of Accomplishments for the North Olmsted Wastewater
Collections Division 2018
The Collections Division of the North Olmsted Wastewater Department provides
sanitary sewer service to the City of North Olmsted residents. This division
maintains all sanitary sewers within the public right-of-way, along with manhole
and lift station maintenance. Daily activities include inspecting pumps and
grinders, inspecting manholes and line segments for blockages or grease buildup,
monitoring flow in the system, inspecting the integrity of public and private pipes
or line segments(lateral launch), and providing utility location services.
While this division does not provide service outside the City of North Olmsted, they
do ensure that carrying capacity is maintained for tributary communities. This
division also assists with seasonal maintenance of the City’s waterways (open
streams and creeks) and assists other departments within the City on an asneeded basis.
• Supervised and assisted the rebuilding and sealing of 18 manholes (top to
bottom) for I & I rehabilitation, with Lake County Sewer.
• Complete CIP sewer lining sections, along West 232nd, Wellesley Ave and
Broxbourne Rd. A total of 1,825 feet of rehabilitated sanitary sewer mains
with Pipevision Products, Inc.
• Communications and Controls (SCADA), HMI upgrade at Clague Park pump
house and LeBern and Dover lift stations.
• Replaced old diesel 6” emergency pump at Dover lift station, with new
electric 6” pump and upgraded controls to variable frequency drive and
integrated controls into local SCADA panel. (work is done in house with
collections and maintenance personnel)
• Contracted and conducted a major flow study along the South Interceptor
with engineering and consultation provided by CT Consultants.
• Expanded the scope of inline CCTV inspection with the purchase of a new
telescoping (large) diameter sewer camera/crawler. This allows for the City’s
In-line CCTV truck to inspect larger sewers, up to 60-inches, as well as,
having a backup camera for smaller lines 8 to 12 inches.
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• Participated with the City’s sidewalk replacement program, replacing
multiple sections of sidewalk. (sections of the sidewalk that contain a
sanitary manhole lid)
• Purchased new high-density plastic excavator plates.
• Supervised the replacement of the Broxbourne Lift Station roof.
• Cleaned and inspected wet wells at Dover and Broxbourne Lift Stations and
cleaned and inspected equalization tanks at Dover and Clague Park.
• Limited Sewer System Overflows SSOs to four total, in the months of March,
April, and November. The annual rainfall for 2018 was 12.62 inches above
normal.
• Cleaned and inspected wet wells and inlet channels at the Broxbourne &
Dover lift stations.
• Cleaned the discharge splitter box for the Broxbourne lift station, located on
Lorain Rd.
• Added 9,277 entries into the City of North Olmsted asset management and
work order program “I-Worqs” including many sewer prints, drawing, and
locations of residential sewer lines/laterals and tee locations.
• Chemically treated 5,005 Feet of sanitary sewer for roots, with Dukes Root
Control, along Lynhaven, Gareau, Hampton, North Park, Andorra, Sanders,
Pine Circle, Cottonwood, Maple School, Frank, and Clifford.
• Checked each critical stormwater location, during 20 significant rain event,
to maintain and ensure water conveyance. Stormwater Key locations
include: Alexander, Sharon, Tree Lane, Clague, Delmere, Gessner,
Canterbury, Topps Retention Basin, Dover, Pine School Detention Basin,
Edgepark, North Park, Whitehaven, Wellesley, Lorain, Christ the King,
Christman, Sterns Plaza, Spruce School, Windsor, Mackenzie, Cypress, Louis,
Clinton, Bellview, Great Northern Friends Church, Westside Marina, Danbury,
Davis, Ester, McBeth, and Virginia.
Note: small sewer mains repairs less than 4 feet in length are repaired by City of
North Olmsted Collection System employees. These small point repairs address
cracks, offsets, and breaks, which are identified by our CCTV crews. All point Cure
in Place (CIP) repairs are done in-house with our trenchless technology patching
equipment.
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Detailed accomplishments for the year 2018
NOWWTP Special Services (Lab and Pretreatment Division)
Laboratory Division
The Laboratory Division for the North Wastewater Treatment Plant provides the
analytical data to properly run the NOWWTP. Sample collection and analytical
testing are the two primary responsibilities for this Division along with providing
defensible data for reporting to Ohio EPA. The Division also collects, processes,
preserves, and ships monthly samples, which often require machines which are
cost prohibitive for the NOWWTP lab to purchase and maintain.
For 2018 all reports were prepared and submitted on time to the Ohio EPA as
mandated under our state-issued permits:
• Completed Priority Pollutant Scan including enforcement of local industrial
user limitations to prevent the introduction of pollutants into the WWTP
which will interfere with the operation of the WWTP, pass-through the
WWTP, or limit sludge application.
• Completed the USEPA Thirty Day DMRQA Study – USEPA determined that
the City’s Laboratory performance was accurate for all tested parameters.
• Submitted in a timely manner all monthly EDMRs and noncompliance followup reports, pretreatment quarterly and annual reports, stormwater pollution
prevention quarterly and annual reports, and the annual collection system
report and any follow-up collection system reports (as needed).
Normal QC/QA study was completed to generate defensible data.
Performed Chronic and Acute Toxicity tests to determine compliance with OEPA
WET testing.
Continued plant processes and control profiles/sampling, for Orthophosphate and
Ammonia to help best determine plant operations and optimization.
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Assisted new categorical industrial user, American Wire and Cable, with
pretreatment and analytical testing requirements.
Updated laboratory SOPs to stay current with OEPA requirements (total and orthophosphates).
Assisted with extra duties specific to the NESOWEA Spring Meeting that was held
at the North Olmsted Wastewater Treatment Plant and technical sessions at the
Springvale Ballroom.
Updated aging or broken equipment:
- Replaced old BOD incubator with a new unit
- Replaced old Spectrophotometer with a new Genesys 10S UV-Vis
Spectrophotometer
Worked with other departments to provide accurate on-time analytical results to
help in the optimization of equipment and unit processes. This information is then
used to help with electrical and maintenance savings and to extend the life of
equipment at the NOWWTP.
Pretreatment Division
The Pretreatment Division for the North Olmsted Wastewater Treatment Plant
provides inspection, data collection, and regulatory assistance to all Industrial
Users (IUs) in the service area of the NOWWTP. The service area includes North
Olmsted, Olmsted Township, and Fairview Park. The types of businesses that the
department assists range from federally regulated categorical industries to stateidentified commercial groups such as dental or automotive facilities.
Worked with a new federally regulated Categorical Industry (CIU) American Wire
and Cable, to help achieve lower numerical concentrations in their discharge.
Discharge from this facility is to the Olmsted Township Collection System, a
system tributary to the NOWWTP. [Worked through numerous compliance issues
and performed additional sampling as needed.]
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Worked with Significant Industries (SIU) and Non-Significant Categorical Industries
to test and inspect users in a timely manner, as required by state and federal
regulations.
Identified and corrected numerous compliance issues in the City of North Olmsted
Municipal Industrial Pretreatment Program (MIPP), service area. For 2018 the total
number of Significant Non-compliance (SNC) was four, and the total number of
Administrative Order (AOs) was five.
In addition to SIU, CIU, and NSCIUs the pretreatment program also inspects and
occasionally samples various Industrial Users (IUs) within certain control groups.
For 2018 these groups included:
• 7 Car wash facilities (some carwash dealerships inspected in 2017).
• 9 Hotels
• 6 Nursing homes/ assisted care facilities (multi-use)
• 29 Foodservice industries
• North Olmsted High School and concession stand (food service only)
• 6 Veterinary Clinics
Assisted 3 restaurants with compliance (Included Red Robin, Chili’s, Macaroni
Grill,), and assisted the City of North Olmsted with inspection and enforcement on
Nuevo Acapulco.
Completed the Ohio EPA mandated dental survey for mercury amalgam reduction.
On October 26, 2018, the North Olmsted Pretreatment program attended a
technical session hosted by Ohio EPA and OWEA: NE (section) Industrial
Pretreatment Coordinators Workshop
The Pretreatment Division also assisted the Collection/Stormwater Division with
autumn leaf and green waste inspections, notice of volitions letters, and follow up
tracking, for the fall of 2018.
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Detailed accomplishments for the year 2018
NOWWTP Maintenance Division
The Maintenance Division for the North Olmsted Wastewater Plant provides
electrical, mechanical, fabrication, and inspection services to all divisions of the
wastewater department and on occasion assist with technical advice to other City
departments. The Division focuses on preventative maintenance and scheduling
whenever possible but also performs reactive/emergency maintenance when
necessary.
The overall goal of the North Olmsted Maintenance Division is to perform quality
preventative maintenance in a predictive manner. Equipment and processes are
scheduled predictively, whenever possible, to extend the life expectancy of the
equipment and achieve the lowest operational cost. Below are some of the
projects completed in-house by the Maintenance Staff during the 2018 year. If
possible a savings cost for in-house construction or fabrication is included.
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Fabrication of a 6” portable gasoline powered pump. 25K savings
Fabrication of a 6” electric standby pump. 10K savings
Replace WWTP Fire Hydrant
Full-scale maintenance and cleaning of the channels and structures
contained within the Plant Effluent Building (PEB). This project was
completed with the assistance from Plant Operations and North Olmsted
Collection Systems Crews.
Installation of L.E.D. Lighting throughout plant and Collection System
(Structures)
Rebuild/Refurbished 2 collections system grinders. 10K savings each
H.V.A.C. system installation and upgrade in building #15 (replacement of
old unit)
H.V.A.C. system installation and upgrade in building #8 (replacement of
old unit)
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• Rebuild/refurbish 2 V.D.A. Gear Boxes. 7.5k savings each (onsite service
also, waives the crane rental, normally needed to remove and service the
units)
• Fabrication of hose trailer for the 4 & 6 portable pumps
Detailed accomplishments for the year 2018
NOWWTP Treatment Division
The Treatment Division of the North Olmsted Wastewater Treatment Plant is
responsible for treating wastewater, removing pollution, and returning this
resource to the environment in the best and most responsible way. Each operator
is trained to inspect, identify, correct plant processes, and optimize performance
with the goal of exceeding the state issued NPDES permit.
Wastewater treatment plant highlights for 2018 include:
• Average daily flow 7.02 million gallons per day.
• Total flow treated 2.562 billion gallons.
• Peak (24-hour) flow 29.24 million gallons.
• Ester Meter annual flow 145.28 million gallons.
• 1094.57 dry tons of biosolids hauled.
• 176.74 wet tons of rags and grit removed.
• 335.95 wet tons of street sweeps and catch basins screening hauled.
In 2018 the North Olmsted also processed a new permit application to renew the
existing operating permit 3PD00016*MD. A new draft permit (3PD00016*ND) is
anticipated to be reviewed during the winter/spring of 2019.
During the year 2018, the Wastewater Treatment Plant made the following
improvements or investments to assist them with their goals:
• Hosted the spring sectional meeting for the North East Ohio Water
Environment Association (NEOWEA) which included hosting half day tours to
showcase the North Olmsted Wastewater Treatment Plant and half-day
technical sessions for wastewater operator and engineers.
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• Continued with 3-year plan to expand and remodel the current NOWWTP
Maintenance Building with the west wing expansion, which includes a unified
roof for all three sections (building 10 improvements).
• Purchase of a new Ford F 350 all-purpose truck (#44).
• Replaced failing (Zimpro paneled) wall & door (building 15).
• Purchase of 2 new sludge hauling boxes.
• The finish work in recently built locker and shower rooms.
• Post-construction scraping and painting of P.E.B. Launder Room.
• Continued progress with the planned asbestos abatement and glass block
replacement program.
• Removed non-essential piping and created a pipe gallery in the Zimpro floor
trench, removed trench, poured a new floor.
• Continuation of LED upgrades throughout the WWTP (interior and exterior
upgrades)
• Purchase of a redundant bowl for the dewatering centrifuge. This bowl
allows us to perform critical maintenance while keeping the centrifuge
(primary sludge dewatering equipment) in operation.
• Collaborated with Iworqs to develop a more comprehensive wastewater
maintenance tracking computer program.
• Purchase replacement steel road plates.
• Worked through standby generator # 3 failure (with rental unit) and worked
to identify necessary parts (shunt trip breakers) to prevent future failures.
• Purchased precast concrete barrier and constructed a bulk material storage
bin
• Purchased and replaced 1/3 of the ultraviolet disinfection lamps (annual
purchase and maintenance)
• Investigate and tested Parshall Flume pump around for P.T.F. maintenance.
Pump around and channel cleaning to be done in the spring/summer of
2019.
• Purchase of storm drain emergency covers. (chemical spill containment)
• Completed 5-year biosolid bid contract FRP/RFQ, for disposal and/or hauling
of dewatered sludge from the NOWWTP.
• Began taking in and processing tailing from City created hydro-excavation
and investigate solutions for increased future use.
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• Began a study of the long term electrical usage and reductions of electricity,
with a specific eye on cost savings from prior years, (LED upgrades).
• Investigate reductions for the use of chemicals.
• Investigate options for the best performance of equipment with regards to
preventative maintenance vs. running some equipment/wearable part to
their end of life.
Plant Operations Optimization:
• Working with the Lab Test Results, the Plant Operations Staff operates all
the equipment and processes in an as needed AND how needed state.
Examples are turning off unneeded equipment, running equipment at a rate
that is needed (not at a set or pre-programmed rateS), turning off of lights in
unoccupied buildings, running the U.V. Equipment at lower power settings,
running UV high intensity lights at a minimal power consumption rate, while
still achieving acceptable kill rates, operating the plant in a manner to
achieve complete Biological Nutrient Removal (BNR), and regularly
maintaining Tertiary filters to reduce run times and improve filtering
efficiency. Electrical consumption has been reduced by 500,000 KWh over
the last 3 years, using these optimization strategies.
• Continued to test operational configurations of the B.N.R. process by
alternating conditions, flow paths, and oxygen requirements (blows and
mixers). Specific goals are listed below:
o Achieve Phosphorous removal without feeding Sodium Aluminate
o Achieve Ammonia removal while reducing electricity usage.
o Closely monitor O.R.P. values, including the regular cleaning and
calibrating of O.R.P. sensors.
o Achieve proper oil and grease removal through biological
integration/consumption of fatty acids.
• Monthly cleaning and rotating of secondary clarifiers (assist with
preventative maintenance)
• Maximize the use of a single secondary clarifier to aid in storm flow retention
and electrical savings.
• Calibrated and adjusted the set point on flow meters for the tertiary filter
bypass, this optimization avoids a 605 bypasses and allows high flow levels
into the tertiary filters during high flow.
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• Other maintenance designed to increase flow through the plant include:
o Regular cleaning and inspection of all filter panels
o Chemical cleaning filters before large rain events
o Preparation and use of retention areas in the plant. Accomplished by
closely monitoring and using secondary clarifiers and the flow
equalization basin only to the degree necessary.
• U.V. System optimization with the goals reducing electricity usage and
maximizing e-coli kill, accomplished by:
o Running the minimum number of banks necessary for ultra-low
bacteria counts.
o Keeping T.S.S. low to allow the U.V. transmittance to be as efficient as
possible.
o Making operational adjustments to the activated sludge aimed at
keeping turbidity and sludge carry over low.
• Sludge Thickening optimization with the goal of reducing odors, reducing the
amount of electricity used, reducing the total amount of material needed to
be run through the centrifuge, raise the % solids in the feed sludge to aide
centrifuge operation, accomplished by:
o Alternating decant start times, speeds, and lengths, with an aim of not
producing extra odors.
o Running blowers at the minimum speed needed to reduce odors and
achieve aerobic digestion.
• Centrifuge operation and optimization, with the goals of reducing run time,
increasing sludge dewatering, reduction of odors and reduction of polymer
usage This is accomplished by:
o Pre-thickening the sludge being fed to the centrifuge.
o Properly adjusting and operating the polymer makeup unit.
o Continually running boxes / no idle time between boxes.
• Vactor Unloading Station optimization with the goal of no odors, no tracking
out of the dump pit, and the most efficient dewatering of debris. This is
accomplished by:
o Routine cleaning to avoid odors, end of the day always clean.
o Routine hauling, to avoid odors and overweight boxes.
o Weighing of all hauled boxes, no over or underweight boxes.
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o Tarping processed loads, to avoid mixing with rainwater and minimize
odors.
• Odor Control Systems, it is our goal to have “0” odor complaints, the items
listed below are practices done to reduce or remove odor:
o Properly monitor and operate the Odor control systems including level
monitoring, chemical feed monitoring, and preventive maintenance.
o Prompt investigation of odor complaints, including visiting the site
whenever possible.
o Hauling all sludge as produced with minimal onsite storage.
o Clean sludge boxes after each use, inside and out.
o Keep any full boxes tarped and indoors, when possible.
o Keeping doors/garage doors closed whenever possible.
o Regularly haul rag and grit hoppers.
o General good housekeeping procedures.
o Cleaning of any and all empty tanks.
o Servicing/flushing static tanks in a timely manner.

During 2018 all dewatered biosolids, street sweepings, grit, and rags were hauled
in-house. Biosolids, where hauled to Quasar Energy’s, sits at Three Creeks or
Collinwoods, when available, or to Lorain County Landfill. Rags, Wastewater
screenings, street sweep material, and catch basin debris were hauled to Lorain
County Landfill.
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City of North Olmsted Wastewater Treatment Department
Staffing for 2018 - 2019
All staffing for the Wastewater Department is overseen by the Superintendent,
with the help from division managers and one administrative assistant. Supporting
these managers are numerous full-time, part-time, and seasonal employees.
There was no increase in staff members for 2018 and there are no anticipated
changes to staffing levels for 2019, although the department does anticipate
replacing select key members who are reaching retirement or are retirement
eligible.
Staffing Sanitary Sewer System/Collections
There was one employee that resigned in 2018, the division replaced this position
with internal staffing from the service department. We would like to welcome back
Drake Savage to the staff. Drake was a former seasonal employee for the
department, before his placement in the North Olmsted Service Department. For
2019 we are expecting to replace one additional employee in the month of
February. Current staffing for this division is 1 Manager, 1 Supervisor, and 3
Maintenance Technicians, and 5 Collection System Operators. 4 to 5 seasonal
employees are also supervised by the division during the months of April through
September.
Staffing NOWWTP Lab
Staffing remained constant for the Laboratory Division in 2018. The staffing for
2019 is projected to remain the same. Current staffing for this division is 1
Chemist/Manager and 1 Laboratory Technician.
Staffing Pretreatment/Biosolids/Inspections
During 2018 the WWTP hired a new Pretreatment / Biosolids coordinator. George,
Sostenes Sanchez. George has hit the ground running and is proving himself an
asset as he continues to learn more aspects of the job. Current staffing for this
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division is 1 part-time seasonal inspector (collections/stormwater) and 1 part-time
pretreatment/biosolids technical assistant.
Staffing NOWWTP Treatment
Staffing remained constant for the Treatment Division in 2018. The staffing for
2019 is projected to remain the same as prior years. Current staffing for this
division is 1 Manager, 1 Operations Laborer, and 6 Certified Operators. 1
additional seasonal employee is shared between treatment and maintenance
divisions during the months of April through September.
Staffing NOWWTP Maintenance
In 2018 the maintenance division replaced a senior mechanic with 39 years of
service with a very competent mechanic Johnathan Stachler. Jon came to the
wastewater department with a strong background and skill set in general
maintenance. This division does not expect any turn-over in staff during 2019.
Staffing for this division is 1 Manager, 3 Maintenance Mechanic, and 1
Maintenance Helper.
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City of North Olmsted Wastewater Treatment Department Goals and Objectives.
Each year the City of North Olmsted Wastewater Department compiles both a list
of accomplishments and desired goals for the upcoming year. The list below is
both our general goals (those we try to achieve each year) and specific yearly goals
for the year 2019.
Specific annual goals (listed below the general goals) target improving or replacing
a single item, group of items, or the overall performance of a specific unit within
their division/process. In many cases, these goals include a projected cost which
has been incorporated into the 2019 annual budget.
General Goals & Objectives: Wastewater Treatment 2019
• Comply at all times with the requirements of the NPDES permit.
• Exceed the water quality requirements in the discharge permit, for all
parameters.
• Assist with preventive maintenance to all treatment facility equipment.
• Provide around the clock staffing for the treatment facility, 24/7/365.
• Involve all treatment staff in process control, maintenance, and improvements
made to the facility.
• Implemented new technologies for improved water quality and maintenance
management as they become available.
• Provide educational outreach for the treatment facilities to area schools and
other interested citizens.
General Goals & Objectives: Wastewater Pretreatment/Laboratory 2019
• Perform permit required in-house sampling and analysis, while exceeding the
professional industry standard.
• Assist outside professional service with sampling and analysis, when required.
• Prepare NPDES monthly reports and assist with other quarterly/annual reports.
• Perform maintenance and calibration of lab and plant process equipment.
• Maintain a QA/QC (quality assurance/quality control) program to ensure
analytical accuracy and defensible data.
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• Research new equipment and methods.
• Support the wastewater treatment process control with accurate sampling and
analysis.
• Comply with Environmental Protection Agency mandates as they relate to the
pretreatment of wastes accepted at the wastewater facilities.
• Prevent interference with treatment, operations, pass through, and
contamination of sludge through
o Maintaining legal authority and an enforcement response plan
o Annually review local limits
o Prepare annual pretreatment and sludge reports
o Identify, permit, monitor, and inspect all Significant Industrial Users (SIU)
o Develop programs to monitor critical Industrial Users (IU)
• Work with other City departments concerning identifying SIU and IU.
• Investigate reported issues concerning SIUs, IUs, overflows, and dumping.
• Sample sectors of the collection system to identify localized conditions.
• Provide sampling, inspection, and support as necessary to monitor SIUs.
• Maintain and update the City’s web page for the Wastewater Department.
General Goals & Objectives: Wastewater Collections 2019
• Maintain clean and free-flowing conditions in all sanitary sewer mains at all
times.
• Inspect (CCTV) and or Clean (Jet) all sewer mains every 6 years.
• Administer root control via cutting or chemical application to sewers, as needed.
• Minimize Inflow and Infiltration (I & I) of groundwater/stormwater into all
publicly owned sewer lines, to minimize unnecessary hydraulic flows to the
treatment facility and prevent sewer surcharging.
• Repair (sewer patch) or replace compromised sewers mains as part of the effort
to minimize I & I and maximize flow.
• Rehabilitate and seal manholes for both I & I reduction and maintenance of City
of North Olmsted’s infrastructure.
• Implement new, proven technologies for improvement of the system as they
become available.
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• Identify large projects and assist the Engineering Department in planning and
implementing programs to increase the transportation and treatment to the
wastewater plant.
• Provide around the clock emergency response to all sewer emergency calls.
General Goals & Objectives: Wastewater Administration 2019
• Provide oversight supervision and direction for the entire Wastewater
Department.
• Provide clear directives for the safe operation of the all departmental processes.
• Identity, plan, and oversee improvement projects, including evaluations of
alternative treatment strategies or technologies.
• Provide training opportunities for all staff, emphasizing communication,
teamwork, leadership, management, and safety.
• Provide employees with the correct information to make informed decisions.
• Participate with Federal & State EPA bodies, and provide feedback and input
with regards to future changes to NPDES permits (examples include: Total
Maximum Daily Load, anti-degradation, and development of local limits).
• Participate with local and regional environmental organizations such as OWEA,
WEF, NOACA, OUPS, Cuyahoga County Soil and Water Conservation District,
Cuyahoga County Board of Health, Cleveland Water, and other public utilities.
• Implement new NPDES permit requirements in accordance with compliance
schedules as mandated by each new permit cycle.

City of North Olmsted Wastewater Treatment Department
Specific Divisional Goals 2018
Division Specific Goals & Objectives: Wastewater Treatment 2019
Purchase new hook truck for hauling materials from the WWTP to various off-site
locations. (Price range 220-250k.)
Purchase a new plant station drain pump, for replacement of existing pumps used
to dewater various tanks. (Price range 10 to 20k.)
Purchase of fabrication of a new sludge hopper. (Price range 8 to 10k.)
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Purchase and install replacement wear parts for the Kruger tertiary filters. (Price
range 35 to 40k)
Wearable parts include:
• Chain
• Sprockets
• Filter Panels)
Purchase and install replacement wear parts Andritz Perforated Screen System.
(Parts price range 35 to 40k.)
Contract contractor(s) services to provide a top coat/seal for asphalt located at the
WWTP.
Contract contractor(s) services to provide a seal coat for two roofs (admin 2nd
floor, former SO2 building) at the wastewater treatment plant.
Contract for professional services for design of a new ceiling in the crew
breakroom/training area.
Contract for contractor services to begin the process of Remodeling the
Wastewater Treatment Plant Lab (inorganics testing section) 75-85K.
Continue with the ongoing plant Asbestos abatement project with a focus on
buildings 7 & 8.
Updates and upgrade the plant SCADA Server and Historian. Targeted upgrades
focus on software upgrades, hardware upgrades, and PLC parts and repairs.
Division Specific Goals & Objectives: Wastewater Maintenance 2019
Purchase of a 4 or 5-foot Radial Drill Press (price range 20-25k)
Assist with the final construction of the Pre-engineered steel building (The East
Maintenance Building), outfit building and move/consolidate parts storage as
needed.
Assist with the design and specifications for the crew break room drop ceiling.
Division Specific Goals & Objectives: Wastewater Lab 2019
Purchase of a reagent refrigerator 3-4k.
Purchase of high temp drying oven 3-5K.
Assist Pretreatment Department with Local Limits Evaluation and selection of a
private firm to verify local limits.
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Division Specific Goals & Objectives: Pretreatment 2019
Send out Wastewater Discharge Disclosure Declaration (WDDD) forms to ½ of the
restaurants in the service area, and then inspect, or assist them as necessary.
Assist and new dental facilities with the OEPA new One Time Compliance Dental
reporting form.
Division Specific Goals & Objectives: Collections 2019
Replace existing Gap-Vac Truck with a new replacement model upgraded hydro
excavating capabilities. Price estimate 480k.
Assist maintenance with grinder rebuilds at Dover and Lebern Lift Stations.
Continue with the manhole sealing program, which is aimed at coating and sealing
either from manhole to chimney or from bottom to top, after wet weather
assessment. Price range from 30 to 35k.
Continue with chemical root control as needed, based on CCTV work done by
collection system staff.
Continue with mainline sewer CIP patching and CIP lining as needed, based on
CCTV work done by collection system staff. Price range from 35 to 40k.
Assist with emergency dig jobs as needed. 50k.
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City of North Olmsted Wastewater Treatment Department
Photo Journal 2018

CIP pipe patch repair on Gardenia

CIP pipe patch repair on Lorain
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Sanitary sewer work along Hampton
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Correcting a Cross Connection

Lateral work with tee installation

Ditch/Stormwater Maintenance
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Vegetation/Stormwater Maintenance

Replacement of the (emergency) diesel pump at Dover Lift Station
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New 6 inch pump build and first use

Asbestos abatement and window replacement at the NOWWTP
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NOWWTP Maintenance Building Construction
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Pretreatment Pictures

Sampling at American Wire and Cable

Nuevo Acapulco Illicit Discharge

Core Sampling at Red Robins
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